Clinical features and management of Meniere's disease patients with drop attacks.
The aims of the present study are to investigate the variations in clinical features, including medical history, hearing function, vestibular function, and degree of endolymphatic hydrops (EH), in Meniere's disease (MD) patients with and without drop attacks (DAs), and to examine the efficacy of intratympanic gentamicin (ITG) treatment in alleviating DAs. In total, 177 unilateral definite MD patients, including 16 patients with DAs and 161 patients without DAs, were enrolled. The results of hearing test, vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were analyzed. Thirteen patients with DAs received a single ITG treatment and were followed up. The disease course of MD in the DA group was significantly longer than that in the control group (p = 0.007). MD patients with DAs had significantly greater hearing loss and worse EH than MD patients without DAs (p < 0.05). However, there was no between-group difference in vestibular function. In the study, 92.31% of refractory definite MD patients with DAs achieved satisfactory control of DAs after ITG treatment. MD patients with DAs tend to suffer from severe hearing loss and a significant degree of EH in the inner ear. However, the vestibular function of MD patients with DAs may not be completely abolished, but be sensitive to stimulating signals. ITG treatment, which helps to decrease vestibular sensitivity, was an effective treatment to control DAs.